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There are those who find the Bible a book of consolation, in it a set of 

words that compliment what one is feeling, thinking, hoping. Some of 

those people only seek out those passages that seem to agree with 

those hopes, thoughts, and feelings. Perhaps we all do this to a 

certain degree. When we need some inspiration, some pithy wisdom, 

we can look at Proverbs, or select something from the Prophets like 

Isaiah or Jeremiah or Micah. When we are sad, and in need of 

comfort, we might turn to the Psalms or Lamentations, or even, to the 

words of Jesus when He talks about the coming of God’s Kin-dom.

All that may bring us wisdom or comfort, but sometimes Jesus’ words 

are, in reality, hard sayings — words that challenge us more than 

compliment a feeling, thought, or hope that urges us to seek 

validation. Our New Testament passage this morning is one of those 

that brings us over a speed bump, that pulls us up by a check rein, 

that causes us to pause, if not actually stop, and say, “What?  Jesus 

said for us to do what?” As we heard, according to Luke, Jesus has 

gathered his closest disciples and officially taken to teaching them, 

those others who would crowd around him as well as readers of the 

Bible through the ages, including us, about what God means to live in 

God’s Kin-dom. Here, in Luke, Jesus follows his teaching of the 

Beatitudes with a further command to love our enemies and not judge 

others. Now, to almost anyone now dead or still living, those two 

sayings are HARD!!
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We are bombarded by those on certain media platforms that we are 

to hate our enemies; we are to crush opposition; gather round those 

tho look like us, talk like us, feel and think like us, and make war on 

anyone who is different than us. This is not something new. Jesus 

knew such people; people who were exclusionary, who were afraid of 

changes to their way of life, afraid of a worldview that was radically 

different from the one they had inherited or learned from family or 

friends. I can only imagine the uproar Jesus caused when the crowd 
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heard His words to “love your enemies.” A conquered people almost 

never love their conquerors. Neither do those who make war on 

others love those whom they fight. Vilification, estrangement, 

character assassination, denunciation, denigration are all employed 

when people seek to oppress, conquer, control, or subjugate others. 

No, I imagine those who heard Jesus’ words were more than 

astonished —  the Romans and their collaborators were not loved. 

So, Jesus’ words were hard to hear. They continue to be hard to hear. 

Scholars agree that the Bible contains lots of hard sayings. Some are 

subtle like those found in Micah — “do justice, love in kindness, walk 

humbly with God.” But, what does it mean to do justice? Who am I to 

love in kindness? How do I walk humbly with God when I am 

conditioned by my circumstances to be self-centered, strong-minded, 

proud? Other sayings are more forthright — “forgive seventy-seven 

times seven,” “Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with 

good.” The cynic among us parrots Dr. Phil, “Yeah, and how’s that 

workin’ for ya’?”

N.T. Wright, a Biblical scholar, professor, Anglican bishop, Member of 

Parliament, father, grandfather, and devout Christian tells a story he 

uses to illustrate Jesus’ saying from Luke. “One of the greatest 

Jewish scholars to write about Jesus in the modern age was David 

Flusser, who taught for many years at the Hebrew University in 

Jerusalem. But not everyone approved of his scholarship; and one of 

his most brilliant students, visiting a university elsewhere, was given a 

very low mark by the professor simply because of being associated 

with Flusser himself. Then, sometime later, a student of that other 

professor came to study with Flusser. His work was not very good, 

but Flusser insisted on grading it with an ‘A.’ His teaching assistant 

protested: how could he do that, particularly after what the other 

professor had done? ‘Give him an A,’ insisted Flusser. ‘This I learned 

from Jesus.’”

Valarie Kaur notes that we are at a crossroads; that “humanity itself is 

in transition.” She writes, “We need a shift in consciousness and 

culture “A revolution of the heart “A new way of being and seeing



culture. “A revolution of the heart. “A new way of being and seeing 

that leaves no one outside our circle of care. “A love without limit. 

“Revolutionary love.” She speaks of this love as labor — a conscious 

embodied practice — “the choice to labor for others, for our 

opponents, and for ourselves in order to transform the world around 

us.” Kaur cautions that “loving only ourselves is escapism; loving only 

our opponents is self-loathing; loving only other is ineffective.” “All 
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three practices together make love revolutionary and revolutionary 

love can only be practiced in community.”

How can we imagine embodying such combined practices that make 

up revolutionary love? How can we become living witnesses to Jesus’ 

words to love our enemies, to see them as our Biblical neighbor who 

are in need? How can we see them, not as strangers to be feared or 

judged? Will we extend mercy and grace to those who have 

transgressed against us? Will we listen and listen and listen again 

until we hear the others’ pain and need? Kaur says, “Listening does 

not grant the other side legitimacy. “It grants them humanity and 

preserves our own.”a

Listening is certainly one way of showing revolutionary love. Helping 

others find and claim their dignity is another. We all need self-worth, 

an emotional mindset of identity that sees everyone as human, 

including one’s own person. For us Christians, it’s about imitating 

Jesus — who reflects what God is like — loving without limit, 

generous to all people — even to a fault (in the eyes of the stingy), 

being merciful beyond measure. When people see in us and discover 

that this is the sort of God they are dealing with, will they then have a 

chance of making this way of life their own?

This path is not easy — in fact, it’s really hard. But, we don’t walk this 

way alone. Jesus walked it. The prophets and sages before God’s 

Son came into the world walked it. Others in our known history have 



walked it. It’s a path made smoother by actively, intentionally, 

deliberately discipling ourselves to live out Jesus’ words to love — 

love with no exceptions.

Let us pray:  Mighty and gracious God, we realize that You call us to 

a different way of life, a life where there are upside down values, 

where love is truly made visible.  It’s hard for us to understand these 

when we see others live according to the world’s values of 

enrichment at the cost of others, of self-aggrandizement, of disdain 

for those who sorrow.  Please open our hearts to be more loving.  

Please make our hands to be more serving.  Please give us words of 

comfort and hope to speak to a hurting people.  We ask these things 

in the name of Your beloved and blessed Son, Jesus, who is our Lord 

and Savior.  Amen
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